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Abstract
This paper investigates the seismic performance of Intermediate Moment-Resisting Steel Frame
structures considering the effects of height and soil-structure interaction. For this purpose, three
3D structures of 3, 6 and 9-storey were designed using CSI ETABS software in accordance with
ASCE7-16. Then the 2D frames of the structures were simulated by OpenSees software and to
account for the nonlinearity of the material, the plastic hinge elements were used. The 2D frames
were analyzed using IDA method subjected to 22 far-field ground motion records of FEMAP695. Finally, the fragility curves of the structures were developed. The results showed that
consideration of soil-structure interaction leads to lower spectral acceleration as height increases,
meaning that higher-rising structures have record-induced Sa(T1,5%) closer to Sa(Design), and with
decreasing height the difference tends to increase. Exceedance probability decreases with the
increase of structure’s height and soil-structure interaction consideration adapts to lower
exceedance probability. Also, the investigated Intermediate Moment-Resisting Steel Frame
structural models designed according to ASCE7-16 consideration showed to have acceptable
seismic performance against far-field records indicating that their exceedance probability in
terms of the LS and CP performance level respectively are less than 0.45 and 0.03.
Keywords: Exceedance Probability, Fragility Curve, Incremental Dynamic Analysis,
Performance Level, Intermediate Moment-Resisting Steel Frame, Soil-Structure Interaction.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
Nowadays, with the widespread application of performance-based design approach, considering
the effects of soil-structure interaction has been clearer than before. New generation of
performance-based standard codes emphasizes on taking into account all the factors affecting the
seismic performance of structures, in particular soil-structure interaction [1].
Due to uncertainties in performance assessment of structures, probabilistic formulation is used
for such investigations. Thanks to advancement of structural assessment by performance levels
and its ability to predict structural collapse, it is possible to connect the affecting performance
factors with performance level of structures and then carry out the structural assessment based on
performance levels. The soil-structure interaction is one of the factors considering to be the
major cause of many earthquake-induced structural damages. Lessons learned from previous
earthquakes highlight the necessity of applying soil-structure interaction in design and analysis
of structures. For instance, the majority of the structural collapses and damages of the Loma
Prieta earthquake in 1989 are concluded to be caused by this vital yet complicated phenomenon
[2].
For many years, it has been the sole objective of seismic codes to design structures with high
levels of structural resistance against earthquakes. Ductile design of structures happens to be the
prime solution achieving such aim. Amongst structural systems, moment-resisting steel frames
produce high levels of ductility. Moment-resisting connections directly affect the ductile
behavior of such frames. Observed damages in moment-resisting steel connections caused by the
earthquakes of Northridge in 1994 and Kobe in 1995, forced researches to investigate
extensively on the seismic behavior of moment-resisting steel frames and their connections. This
system is categorized into 3 types of ordinary, intermediate and special moment-resisting frames
indicating different seismic behaviors [3].
It is a complex process to predict the seismic performance of structures against the future
earthquakes. Performance-based design is a new method employed by most of standard codes
and manuals such as ATC-40, SAC/FEMA350 [3] and FEMA356 [4]. Normally, such codes
attempt to design a specific structure for a set of performance-based objectives and against a
probable future earthquake within its service life. For instance, a building structure with a service
life of 50 years can be designed so as not to receive any damage from earthquakes with 50%
occurrence probability within 50 years, but it will receive acceptable structural and nonstructural damages from earthquakes with 10% occurrence probability within 50 years, and for
earthquakes with 2% occurrence probability in 50 years, inevitably it will face serious damages
which it should withstand without collapse.
So, development of methods for structural demand estimation in order to determine direct and
indirect damages is highly important. Until now, various methods of seismic demand estimation
have been introduced, but the Incremental Dynamic Analysis method (IDA) have been accepted
and extensively used by researches in academia [5].
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In the method of IDA, a structure will be analyzed under a specific set of selected earthquake
records with various levels of seismic intensity (all the records will be scaled), so seismic
behaviour of the structure will be determined completely against all the seismic intensities. Using
fragility curves resulted from uniformed IDA curves (16%, 50%, 84%), corresponding capacity
of collapse and performance levels mixed with earthquake’s hazard properties, the yearly
demand of occurrence probability can be calculated. For this purpose, application of fragility
curves which present the conditional probability and exceeding probability from a pre-defined
damage level, has gained a tremendous popularity amongst research scientists.
1.2. Literature Review
The first study conducted on the subject of soil-structure interaction dates back to 1930 [6] when
earthquake induced structural damage of buildings constructed on different types of soil were
investigated. Later on in 1930’s, with the theory of wave propagation, seismic vibration
mitigation of structures using energy dissipation within soil was studied which for 50 years
directed the researches to state that major vibrational damping of structures occurs at the
interface of the foundation with ground [7]. Effect of soil rigidity on the structural responses
using numerical methods was studied too [8]. In 1981, complexity of analyzing soil-structure
interaction due to lack of knowledge on the wave propagation phenomena within soil layers of
having ultra-inhomogeneity nature was clearly stated [9], but gradually it was perceived that
considering soil-structure interaction results in recording more realistic structural behaviors [10].
Also, the effects of foundation pull-up and soil yielding were studied based on experimental tests
[11]. In the latest conducted researches, a study investigated the behavior of asymmetric sliding
buildings with steel moment frame systems subject to earthquake loading (both horizontal and
vertical) while taking into account the effects of soil-structure interaction [12]. A six-storey steel
frame model considering soil-structure interaction was tested by shake table test and numerically
simulated to investigate the effects of different soil types, structural properties and soil-structure
interaction which showed that soil-structure interaction effects can noticeably mitigate the
dynamic response of structures [13]. Seismic response of mid-rise steel moment-resisting frames
considering the role of geometrical irregularity, frequency components of near-fault records, and
soil-structure interaction was investigated to indicate the important role of residual frequency
component and soil-structure interaction [14]. A novel probabilistic approach to account for soilstructure interaction in the seismic design of building structures was introduced to capture soilstructure effects on the seismic performance of structures by proposing a response modification
factor [15]. Also, an evaluation of the seismic performance of hypothetical tall buildings by
estimating intensity measures, engineering demand parameters, and earthquake-induced losses
using a soil–structure interaction numerical framework was carried out [16], and a new lateral
load distribution pattern for seismic design of deteriorating shear buildings considering soilstructure interaction was introduced and showed that the structures designed according to the
proposed lateral force pattern experienced less damage than the code-conforming pattern [17].
Regarding the development of fragility curves, it has to be noted that plotting and developing
them for nuclear structures facilities due to their high level of significance yet vulnerability at the
time of earthquakes was the first application of these statistical tools in the field of structural
engineering [18]. In 1993, these curves were developed further which at the time were
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considered primitive, simple and mostly applicable based on experimental engineering judgment
[19]. It can be asserted that it was after the devastating occurrence of Northridge earthquake in
1994 that more attention was given to estimation of structural damage values and engineers
started to focus greatly on predicting the amount of financial damages structures can bear at the
time of facing extreme earthquake events. In 1994, over an extensive study on the California’s
building structures, ATC-13’s guidelines were used for development of fragility curves of more
than 40 steel, reinforced concrete and wooden buildings of the state [20]. More recently, a study
proposed empirical fragility curves of engineered steel and RC residential buildings after the
devastating Mw 7.3 2017 earthquake in western part of Iran [21]. Seismic damage diagnosis in
adjacent steel and RC MRFs considering pounding effects was investigated through improved
wavelet-based damage-sensitive feature [22]. Seismic behaviour assessment of steel momentresisting frames under near-field earthquakes was carried out by evaluating seismic factors of
response modifiers, ductility, overstrength and deflection amplification [23]. In a novel study,
development of fragility curves by using wavelet-based refined damage-sensitive feature
considering higher mode contributions was carried out [24]. An investigation studied the
integrated influence of both liquefaction and soil-structure interaction on the seismic response
and vulnerability of low-code reinforced concrete moment-resisting frame buildings [25], and in
another study the influence of soil–structure interaction and nonlinear soil behavior on the
seismic fragility of reinforced concrete dual (frame + shear wall) buildings resting on shallow
foundations was investigated [26]. Analytical fragility curves of shallow-founded structures
subjected to soil-structure interaction effects were developed, which indicated that consideration
of soil-structure interaction increases the failure probabilities and highlighted the effects of the
structural stiffness on the seismic vulnerability [27]. Simplified adjustment equations were
proposed for estimating the collapse margin ratio of structures considering the soil-structure
interaction effects [28]. A study investigated soil-structure interaction effects on seismic retrofit
of soft first-story buildings through implementation of viscoelastic dampers indicated that the
probability of structural failure significantly increases when soil-structure interactions are
considered, and installation of viscoelastic dampers significantly decreases the failure probability
of the structure located on soft soil [29]. Also, seismic evaluation of special steel moment frames
subjected to near-field earthquakes with forward directivity by considering soil-structure
interaction effects was studied [30]. In another study, collapse probability of a seismically
isolated reinforced concrete structure was investigated and showed that reducing the
displacement capacity of isolators according to ASCE 7-16 causes the probability of collapse to
exceed the 10% limit considerably, and the collapse probability of isolators is sensitive to ground
motion suites [31]. The acceptability of monotonic and cyclic pushover analysis results for the
near-collapse
performance
limit
state was studied too, and it was seen that cyclic pushover analysis is acceptable for the near
collapse performance limit state whereas monotonic pushover analysis causes unacceptably high
tensile and compression strains at the base columns, as well as large
plastic rotations at the beams [32]. Clearly there’s still a considerable gap needed to be filled
within this area owing it to the rampant usage of moment-resisting steel frames, their seismic
vulnerability and the significant role of soil-structure interaction on capturing a better seismic
performance of steel structures.
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1.3. Aims and Scopes
Amongst the moment-resisting steel frames, the intermediate type needs to be studied more, and
by incorporating fragility curves, a better conclusion regarding its structural behaviour at the
time of earthquake can be achieved especially if the effects of soil-structure interaction and
height are also included, but evidently number such research studies about this particular type of
structural system considering these two items are negligible within the current chapters of
publications.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effect of height on the seismic behavior of
intermediate moment-resisting steel frame structures considering soil-structure interaction by
employing the application of fragility curve which is one of the most efficient methods in the
structural performance assessment of building structures at various seismic levels.
In this research, three intermediate moment-resisting steel frame structures of 3, 6 and 9 storey
are investigated. Incorporating method of plotting and developing the fragility curves of these
structures is the Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA). In this method, 22 far-field ground
motion records of FEMA-P695 were used and scaled to a specific acceleration. Ground motion
records with different SaT1 (from zero to collapse of the structure) were applied, and scaling of the records
was based on various SaT1 values. Each of these scaled records was applied to all three of these

structures and their dynamic response was registered. Finally, using probabilistic methods,
resulted responses were investigated and a set of fragility curves for each structure was
developed.
2. Methodology
2.1. Investigated Models
Moment-resisting steel frames are considered as commonly used structural systems which are
preferably chosen for regions with medium to very high levels of seismic intensity, this system is
designed based on three ductility levels of ordinary, intermediate and special. Application of
intermediate type is quite prevalent in the earthquake prone zones, but still a lower percentage of
studies are carried out regarding this system compared to the special type, so the type of
moment-resisting steel frame used in this research is the one with intermediate level of ductility.
In this study, 3 building structures of 3, 6 and 9-storey are designed by CSI ETABS 2016 [33]
according to the method of LRFD and based on ASCE7-16 consideration [34] using European
steel profiles. Structures are considered to be designed in a region with very high level of seismic
intensity. Seismic design parameters of the assumed site are shown in Table 1. It has to
mentioned that risk and seismic category of the structures respectively is II and D. Structures are
designed using time-history analysis and the employed design spectrum plotted by the seismic
design parameters is presented in Figure 1. Investigated structures are regular both in plan and
height with the area of 375m2 (15m X 25m) consisted of 3 spans of 5m in X direction, 5 spans of
5m in Y direction and height of each floor is considered equal to 3.2m, and it has to be
mentioned that in the process of calculating the required structural demands of each member,
demand-capacity ratio (DCR) of beams and columns was respectively limited to 0.7-1.0 and 0.60.9 so that more than 85% of structural members’ DCRs stay within this interval. Plan and 3D
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view of each building structure is shown in Figure 2(a) to (d). Mechanical properties of the used
steel are considered to be 2.0E5 MPa for modulus of elasticity, 240 MPa for yield stress, 370
MPa for ultimate stress and 0.25 as the ultimate strain. Regarding the mechanical properties of
the used concrete, modulus of elasticity and compressive strength of it are equal to values of
2.0E4 MPa and 25 MPa. The type of soil considered in this research according to ASCE7-16 is
type C, having shear velocity of 360 m/s, internal friction angle of 42°, zero cohesion, elastic
modulus of 2.0E11 MPa, shear modulus of 2.8E8 MPa and dry density of 21 KN/m3 [34].
Designed cross-sections and geometrical dimensions of the foundation of each structure are
indicated in Tables 2 to 5. Also, during the design procedure, at the bottom of columns in ground
zero elevation, the restraining condition is considered as rigid connections, and after extracting
detailed forces of the structure, footings of the models were designed separately as strip
foundations.
2.2. Incremental Dynamic Analysis (IDA)
In this study, IDA is used for the development of fragility curves. It is one of the special methods
of nonlinear dynamic analysis which uses a set of nonlinear time history analyses, applies
records to the structures till the collapse point and simplifies the comparison of structure’s
seismic capacity with its demand. In this procedure, a set of records with various scaled levels of
intensity is applied to a structure, and after the nonlinear analysis, a number of intensity levelresponse graphs will be produced that includes all the structural behaviour spectrum, and by
introducing limit states plus adding results to analytical probabilistic graphs, structural
assessment can be carried out. By the application of this method, targeted structure undergoes a
gradual change of behaviour from linear elastic to dynamic instability, which results in an
accurate and reliable estimation of collapse capacity of the structure. Many researches have
contributed to the development of this method [35, 36], and it has been used as an innovative
procedure in determining structural collapse capacity by FEMA manual since 2000 [37].
The first stage of this procedure is understanding the inputs and outputs, according to Pacific
Earthquake Engineering Research Centre’s guidelines [38], a parameter named intensity measure
(IM) must be chosen by seismic risk analysis of the desired region in order to be applied to the
structure, and at the subsequent stage a corresponding structural response to each IM or Damage
Measure (DM) is achieved which would be considered as an Engineering Demand Parameter
(EDM), and finally based on a pre-defined damage indicator, collapse probability can be
calculated which can be used for cost estimation of structural rehabilitation. So, IDA Curves are
a set of IM-EDP graphs which probabilistic studies can be accomplished by them.
IM is a scalable quantity of a record, in this study records’ spectral acceleration corresponding to
the first mode of the structure with damping ratio of 5% (Sa (T1, 5%)) were chosen to be more
efficient to be used as the correct input for extracting the IDA Curves because they have far less
data scattering compared with other quantities like PGA. Regarding the DM as the output of the
IDA procedure, maximum inter-storey drift ratio is the chosen DM used for the analysis of IDA
curves.
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2.3. FEMA-P695 Ground Motion Records
One of the accredited sources for recommendation of ground motion records for seismic
assessment is the FEMA-P695 manual [1]. This guideline divides the records into two categories
of far-field earthquakes recorded with the distance of more than 10 km from the fault, and nearfield earthquakes recorded from the distance of less than 10 km from the fault. According to this
manual, the criteria of distance between the locations of recording the earthquake and the fault is
the average distance of Junior-Bohre and Campbell. In this research, a set of 22 far-field ground
motion records of FEMA-P695 with magnitudes between 6.5 and 7.5 Richter distanced more
than 10 km from the fault are used. Table 6, indicated the employed records in this study with
their name, magnitude and year of occurrence.
2.4. Soil-Structure Interaction (SSI)
Normally, when building structures are going to be designed, the soil-structure interaction (SSI)
is not considered in their design process, and to be more clear the nonlinear response of shallow
foundations at the event of seismic excitation due to complexity of the issue and computational
hardships is quite cost effective during design process of ordinary building structures, but in the
research fields many scholars have contributed to the subject of SSI resulting in various
experimental and numerical studies concerned with investigating the inelastic response of
shallow foundations caused by earthquake [39-41]. Amongst the most common methods of SSI
analysis such as Continuum Mechanics Methods (FEM, BEM), Macro Elements and Winkler
Method or “the Beam on Nonlinear Winkler Foundation (BNWF)” method, the BNWF is chosen
for this study since it requires much less computational resources and time compared with other
methods [42]. This method uses a set of distributed, vertical and inelastic springs along the
length of the footing, capable of changing the stiffness of the springs, modeling the footing’s
pull-ups, applying nonlinear soil properties, modeling rocking displacement and the ability to
consider radiation damping [43, 44]. In the performance-based design approach, designed
structure must accomplish its targeted objectives, and soil-structure interaction as one of most
important targets in structural performance due to its uncertainties must be dealt with
considerably. Performance-based codes and manuals such as FEMA-P695 and ATC-40
recommend the consideration of SSI in the design process using simplified yet reliable method of
BNWF based on taking into account the effect of pull-up, soil and foundation stiffness with
considering uncertainties for various types of soils [42, 45].
2.5. OpenSees Simulation
OpenSees as a finite element method software which is still under development, presents a fast,
reliable and simple mean of simulation through its code scripts, it is consisted of three parts:
Model Building, Analyzing and Recorder [46].
In the simulation process through OpenSees, structural models’ geometry, boundary conditions
and material properties of steel were defined according to the designed models by CSI ETABS.
The “Fibre” section was selected for the model, and “NonLinear Beam-Column” as the
appropriate structural element. Due to simplicity of modeling beam-column steel panel zones,
panel zone “Scissor” models with nonlinear spring elements were used [47]. For the simulation
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of SSI, as it was stated, the BNWF was considered as the proper method. Required parameters of
BNWF method are consisted of type of soil (sand or clay), foundation’s capacity (vertical and
horizontal), foundation’s dimensions (width, length and height), foundation’s stiffness (vertical
and horizontal), placement of vertical springs (distance and position), radiation damping and
tensile capacity. Considered type of soil in this study is type C which is mostly consisted of sand
and gravel, typically to be the least stable soil. For calculating the vertical and horizontal bearing
capacity of the designed foundation, Meyerhof equations as stated below were used [42]:

Qult CN c Fcs Fcd Fci  Dc N q Fqs Fqd Fqi  0.5BN Fs Fd Fi
Tult W g tan   AbC

(1)

(2)

In which, Qult and Tult are respectively vertical and horizontal bearing capacity. Nc, Nq and Nϒ
are bearing coefficients. Fcs, Fqs and Fϒs are shape coefficients. Fcd, Fqd and Fϒd are depth
coefficients. Fci, Fqi and Fϒi are loading slope coefficients. Wg is total weight. δ is the friction
angle between footing and soil equal to 1.3φ-2.3φ, and Ab is footing’s bottom area.
Foundation’s dimensions as designed are mentioned in Table 4, and foundations’ stiffness were
calculated according to Gazetas equations as following which have been recommended by
FEMA-P695 [1] and ATC-41 too [42], but since the proposed structural models are simulated 2dimensionally, only vertical stiffness along Z-axis, rotational stiffness along Y-axis and
horizontal stiffness along X-axis are required. It has to be noted that sums of springs’ vertical
stiffness under the footing must be equal to total elastic stiffness, and also total rotational
stiffness must be equal to the sum of rotational stiffness produced via vertical springs along the
footing which in case of our simulation both of these conditions were checked out correctly [42].

K i  K i' ei

(3)

Where, Ki is total elastic stiffness. K’i is uncoupled total surface stiffness consisted of K’z, K’θy
and K’x and ei is stiffness embedment factor consisted of ez, eθy and ex.
Also, since BNWF method is not sensitive on the issue of horizontal distance of the springs (not
mesh sensitive) [48], a distance of 25 cm was considered to be implemented for the placement of
springs along the footings. Regarding the radiation damping, it has been suggested that it only
overestimates the structural behaviour to a negligible value, so a damping ratio of 5% is
considered for the soil in the simulation process [49], and considering the properties of the type
of soil studied in this research, tensile capacity was considered zero.
For the purpose of assigning the discussed soil properties to the predefined springs by BNWF
method in OpenSees, two nonlinear material models of Qzsimple and Tzsimple introduced by
Boulanger [43] were employed which respectively are capable of modeling the loaddisplacement and shear-sliding behavioral curves. The appropriate element for simulating the
vertical and horizontal springs is an element with the zero length, titled ZeroLength element
which by using it two points with the same coordination but different degree of freedom can be
connected, and the most important aspect of this element is its zero length [42]. So, using this
element, material models of Qzsimple and Tzsimple were assigned to the vertical and horizontal
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degrees of freedom of this element and these elements were implemented as the vertical and
horizontal Winkler springs along the footing. Figure 3, illustrates how to employ Qzsimple and
Tzsimple sequentially along a simulating footing [42]. As it’s shown, each node located on the
rigid foundation is coinciding by ZeroLength elements to its corresponding node on the beam
which is considered the footing itself, and both of these two nodes have the same coordination.
All the nodes on the base level are restrained in all degrees of freedom, and material model of
Qzsimple is assigned to their corresponding ZeroLength elements, also the beam at its both end
length as footing is restrained horizontally using a ZeroLength element equipped with Tzsimple
material model which beside stabilizing the simulated structure presents modeling the horizontal
behavior (sliding) of the footing substructure.
2.6. 2D Simulation
Based on the procedure and details discussed, simulation of the proposed models was carried out
by the means of OpenSees software [46]. According to a recommendation, considered seismic
mass of structures were set equal to 1.05DL + 0.5LL [50]. As it was stated before, designed
structural models are simulated 2-dimensionally in OpenSees in which a circumferential
moment-resisting frame from each model is selected for simulation, and the effect of structure’s
third dimension (especially at the presence of lateral loads) is neglected, hence for accounting it
into consideration in the simulation process, a technique commonly known as addition of the “P𝛥 column” or “leaning column” to 2D models is used. It is also essential to apply the true mass
of each frame because it leads to achieving correct results. So, for each floor of the 2D models
frames’ mass is calculated at storey levels and assigned to elemental nodes. As it is shown in
Figure 4, gravity columns are located in a row with hinge joints at the right side of frame being
connected to the structure using “truss” elements. Section area and moment of inertia of gravity
columns are equal to the eliminated columns from the 3D model frame. Also, In the numerical
simulation using OpenSees software [46], cyclic degradation is considered and it is part of the
material assignment procedure. The “uniaxialMaterialSteel02” attribute in OpenSees has the
cyclic material degradation consideration embedded within itself which was assigned as steel
material property to the structural element.
2.7. Verification
For the purpose of validating the simulated models, considering both linear and nonlinear
structural behaviour, two consecutive approaches are followed; Firstly, for linear verification,
structural period of the design models are compared with the simulated ones, then for the
purpose of verifying structural models considering the nonlinear structural behaviour, simulated
models will be compared with experimental results.
Structural modes (1st mode) of the simulated models using OpenSees and designed models by
CSI ETABS are compared with each other showing that values are in acceptable agreement.
Table 7 shows the fundamental periods of simulated and designed models of the 3 structures
with rigid foundations along with the fundamental periods of simulated models with and without
consideration of SSI which clearly indicates that SSI consideration increases (though negligible)
the fundamental period of the models in comparison with models of having rigid foundation.
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This comparison justifiably verifies models’ linear performance but still lacks the proper
nonlinear validation.
Suita et al. [51] studied a 4-storey steel structure experimentally subjected to earthquake records
on a shake table facility at Japan’s Defense Center and investigated its behaviour till the stage of
total collapse. The tested structure was designed according to seismic standard codes of Japan;
complete description about the material properties and sections used in this structure are fully
discussed in its research paper [51]. Figure 5(a) shows the overall view of the tested model. Kobe
earthquake record registered at Takatori station was used as seismic load on this structure, and it
was reported that the structure collapsed due to continuous failure (Side-Sway) at 1st storey. In
addition, Lingos et al. [52] conducted a study to produce a validated analytical model for steel
structures’ collapse assessment based on the results of this experiment. By representing accurate
results, Lingos et al. [52] stated that verified models can surely assess structural collapse. Also,
they came to a conclusion that no significant advantage was observed between using 3D or 2D
model regarding the assessment of a structure’s collapse potential. In this research, two spans of
this 4-storey structure was modeled 2-dimensionally and as stated previously plastic torsional
springs were employed in the elements, and the effect of slab over beams and columns was
simply neglected. This 2D model was simulated by OpenSees and subjected to Kobe earthquake
record in eastern-western (EW) direction at 4 acceleration levels of 20%, 40%, 60% and 100% as
described in the experimental test, and maximum storey drifts of the structure were compared
with experimental data. Results of Lingos et al. [52] were in perfect agreement with the
experimental ones so as the results of this research. Figure 5(b) indicates the results of simulated
models with experimental data. So, based on this verification used for the proposed structural
models in this study, 2D structural models simulated using OpenSees are concluded to be
validated.
2.8. Performance Levels
Performance levels and limit states are two important factors essential to be taken into account in
seismic performance-based design of structures which can be extracted from IDA curves. Of
course, data driven from these graphs must be narrated mathematically, for instance DM can be
used as a damage criterion capable of being described through test, theory and even engineering
judgments.
One of the crucial points in performance levels which is significant in structural assessment, is
the collapse point of a structure and it is considered to be vital in predicting structural collapse.
ASCE/SEI 41 states that collapse occurs when one structural element carries loads more than its
collapse point capacity [53]. In most cases exceeding this collapse point demand doesn’t trigger
any structural instability or collapse, but it’s a conservative term used for structures close to the
brink of collapse. Moreover, FEMA-350 guideline describes the collapse point or collapse
prevention point for steel structures based on IDA curve, accordingly defining collapse point as a
point in the curve in which its slope tangent is 20% of the initial elastic slope, or a point of the
curve in which inter-storey drift reaches 10%H in which H is the storey height. This method
considers IDA curves’ horizontal adaptation as a sign of structural dynamic instability [3].
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In this study collapse is defined as a point in which structure experiences instability and
undergoes the state of collapse or beyond it, so based on this definition two sets of structural
collapse condition are chosen for our analysis. The first one defines the collapse prevention point
by the intensity of the ground motion in which inter-storey drift increases exceedingly with a
small growth of ground motion’s intensity. This phenomenon is observed in IDA curves by its
leveling off.
The second mean of determining structural collapse is by employing DM criteria in IDA curve
which is also called collapse by not-simulated modes. Generally, maximum inter-storey drift is
considered for assessment of structural collapse and exceeding the limited value of it plus
accompanying it with gravitational loads and P-𝛥 effect will trigger the collapse of structure. For
defining limit states and measuring the value of the inter-storey drift at the point of collapsing,
nonlinear static analysis (pushover) is required for simulating the collapse and achieving the
maximum inter-storey drift for instable states of the structure [5]. It is concluded from the studies
on the nonlinear static analysis of moment-resisting frames that roof’s average drift equals to 810% of frame’s shear capacity and roof’s drift approximately equals to 15% of inter-storey drift,
so by defining a limit state of 18-20% as the inter-storey drift, collapse prevention point will be
set far more than the instable state of structure [54]. In this case, structural collapse must be
determined explicitly by defining a limit state and not according to a simple point which
numerical simulation results in divergence. Due to the ambiguity in previous researches
regarding inter-storey drift and divergence of responses in higher inter-storey drifts, studies have
resulted in very conservative estimations of limit states and structural collapse capacity, but
convergence of responses depends greatly on the solution’s algorithm.
Since dynamic instability is eliminated by solution’s algorithm resulting in convergence of
structure in top drifts, in this study collapse prevention point for each record is defined by the
corresponding Sa (spectral acceleration) with the horizontal line of IDA curve or simply when
the inter-storey drift reaches 10%.
2.9. Development of fragility Curves
There are different methods of assessing the seismic vulnerability of structures varying based on
their required computational time and accuracy; but amongst such methods, using fragility
curves method is more common in practice since it considers the exceedance probability as a
function of ground motion’s characteristic and design parameters. For the purpose of extracting
fragility curves, a probability distribution for achieved EDP’s at each corresponding IM in
nonlinear dynamic analyses must be employed. Mean and standard deviation for each one of the
EDP’s are calculated for considering the effect of earthquake records’ summation, then by using
cumulative distribution function, exceeding probability of each one of EDP’s from the
considered limit states will be calculated [55].
P (C IM  X ) represents the exceedance probability from a performance level at a specified IM
[55]:
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In which, θ is the fragility function’s mean (IM level with 50% probability) and β is the standard
deviation of Ln(IM)
Equation 4 states IM values that trigger exceedance from a performance level at a specified IM
and do have Normal Distribution.
In this study, values of seismic intensity for both cases of fixed and flexible base respectively for
structures of 3, 6 and 9 storey are approximately considered 0-3.5g, 0-3g and 0-2.5g, and
probability of exceeding from performance levels of IO, LS and CP are set to change between 0
to 1, and maximum drift value reaching each of these three levels respectively are considered
0.7%H (0.007H), 2.5%H (0.025H) and 5% (0.05H) in which H is the storey height [3]. For each
structure under far-field records, possibility of comparing their probabilistic assessment against
each performance level is discussed through fragility curves. By using achieved IDA curves
(Sa(T1,5%) – Maximum Drift (H)) and employing Normal Probability Distribution at each
maximum drift based on specified IM, desired fragility curves are plotted. Horizontal axis
presents IM or Sa(T1,5%) and Vertical axis denotes exceedance probability based on performance
levels of CP, LS and IO. Fragility curves of each structure with and without SSI consideration
are compared separately. Red, blue and green curves respectively represent the probability of
exceeding from performance levels of CP, LS and IO for structures with fixed base, and dotted
orange, blue and black curves respectively indicate exceedance probability exceeding from
performance levels of CP, LS and IO for structures with SSI consideration. Plotted fragility
curves for various performance levels show that lower-rising structures tend to collapse with
higher Sa(T1,5%)’s while proposed higher-rising structures adapt to structural collapse with lower
spectral accelerations of first mode.
3. Discussion of the Results
3.1. IDA curves
IDA procedure for 3 structural models of 3, 6 and 9 storey with rigid and flexible foundations is
resulted in (Sa(T1,5%) – Maximum Drift (H)) curves shown in Figure 6.
It can be understood from the IDA curves of structures with rigid and flexible foundations that
coefficient of Sa(T1,5%) tends to increase its nonlinearity with more intensity with the decline of
height, and increasing the height of structures results in nonlinear responses with less intensity
compared with lower-rising structures. Since lower-rising structures have lower time period, then
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corresponding design forces of such structures tends to be greater than forces that higher-rising
structures must transfer.
3.2. Applying performance levels on IDA curves
The concept of performance level is of paramount importance for the development of fragility
curves. In FEMA-350 guideline, 3 performance levels titled as Immediate Occupancy (IO), Life
Safety (LS) and Collapse Prevention (CP) are introduced which respectively correspond to interstorey relative displacement (drift) of 0.7%H (0.007H), 2.5%H (0.025H) and 5% (0.05H) in
which H is the storey height [3]. Figure 7, illustrates method of determining the performance
levels on IDA curves. Performance level of IO corresponds to a level of damage that structure is
safe for occupancy after earthquake, and performance level of LS defines a state in which
structure has indeed experienced damage considerably but the risk of life-threatening dangers for
occupants still remains low. Finally, level of CP describes a condition where structure is on the
brink of total or minor collapse due to lateral loads but still can maintain its the capability to
resist collapse [4].

3.3. Uniformed IDA curves
At this stage, extracted IDA curves must be uniformed using median values. Curves of IDA16%,
IDA50% and IDA84% are generated for each structure with and without SSI consideration.
IDA16% curve is the uniformed median minus 34% deviation, IDA50% curve is the uniformed
median and IDA84% curve is the uniformed median plus 34% deviation.
For performance comparison of these 3 types of structures possessing different design settings,
damage intensity and structural performance, in the IDA curves Sa(T1,5%) must be scaled to
Sa(Design) (design spectral acceleration). Figure 6, shows summary of IDA50% curves scaled to
Sa(Design). It is well understood from the graph that 3-Storey structures have less strength against
selected records scaled to Sa(Design) compared with 6-Storey and 9-Storey structures, and by
comparing the median of structures with rigid foundation (fixed base) and structures with SSI
consideration, it is clear that SSI consideration tends to tolerate lower spectral accelerations.
When median value of Sa(T1,5%)/Sa(Design) is equal to one, 6-Storey and 9-Storey structures have
less relative displacement than 3-Storey structures but greater values of spectral acceleration as
stated in Table 8. For instance, 3-Storey structures with and without SSI consideration reach the
LS performance level respectively at Sa(T1,5%)/Sa(Design) equal to 1.05 and 1.13 which are less than
the corresponding ones for 6 and 9-Storey structures. It needs to be noted that for both conditions
with and without SSI consideration, Sa(T1,5%) is scaled to Sa(Design) which in fact for structures with
SSI consideration Sa(T1,5%) must be scaled to a Sa(Design) that is consistent with the structure’s time
period. Also, Figure 8 illustrates that curves of structures with SSI consideration are plotted
lower than structures with fixed base, this clearly shows the undesirable effect of SSI
consideration at a specific spectral acceleration, but since application of SSI consideration
corresponds to lower spectral accelerations, it can be useful in reduction of drifts and produced
structural forces.
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3.4. Comparison and Modification of Fragility Curves
Based on the results, fragility curves of structures with SSI consideration for all the 3 types are
plotted higher than fixed base structures, so by having these fragility curves, exceedance
probability for designed structures with both conditions can be calculated according to standard
code consideration, fundamental time period and a specific soil type. Comparing the results of
these two conditions proves that exceedance probability for frame structures with SSI
consideration increases for one specified spectral acceleration. This issue remarks the negative
effect of SSI consideration in collapse behaviour of studied frame structures. Consideration of
SSI increases the structure’s fundamental period which causes spectral acceleration to decline.
Also, it has to be mentioned that collapse spectral acceleration for each frame is determined
based on structure’s time period for both conditions of fixed and flexible base, and these spectral
accelerations are absolutely not the same, so basically comparison due to not having the same Sa
(T1,5%) is wrong. Results from developed fragility curves for structures with fixed and flexible
base show that the later reaches to same collapse criterion at lower spectral accelerations, so for
understanding exceedance probability of the structure with flexible base, it has to be read at
lower probabilities. Unmodified fragility curves show that the corresponding spectral
acceleration to the curve with SSI consideration has higher exceedance probability compared
with the case with fixed base. This can be ambiguous and complex to read, so for carrying out a
correct comparison, collapse spectral accelerations must be modified firstly and then comparison
have to be carried out at equal spectral accelerations.
For the purpose of modifying collapse spectral accelerations in both of the specified cases, a
graph is plotted as shown in Figure 9, which indicates corresponding points to collapse spectral
accelerations of structures with fixed and flexible base at the performance level of IO. This graph
shows the relationship between these two accelerations. X axis of this graph denotes collapse
spectral acceleration of cases with fixed base and Y axis shows collapse spectral accelerations of
cases with flexible base. Driven slope of this curve represents the correlation of these two cases.
Since frame structures with fixed base reach the collapse criterion with higher spectral
accelerations compared with flexible base ones, slope of this curve is always less than one. So,
for modifying collapse spectral acceleration of flexible base cases, all the accelerations must be
multiplied by the inverse ratio of the curve’s driven slope at different performance levels which
is shown in Table 9.
Based on the results achieved from modified fragility curves shown in Figure 10, it is observed
that modified fragility curves of cases with SSI consideration (flexible base) are rightly resisting
against higher spectral acceleration and are located lower than fragility curves of fixed base cases
which results in less exceedance probability. Comparison of these two sets of curves indicates
that exceedance probability is decreased for structures on flexible bases which shows the positive
effect of SSI consideration on collapse behavior of studied frame structures. Using these curves
with having principal time period at fixed base case, exceedance probability of flexible case can
be achieved by spectral acceleration from modified fragility curves.
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3.5. Exceedance Probability Using Spectral Design Acceleration Sa(Design)
Figure 10 shows the modified fragility curves of each structure derived from specified
performance levels which are specially noted by the calculated spectral design acceleration of
each structure. In addition, Table 10 indicates exceedance probability of each structure at the
defined performance levels based on specific spectral design acceleration.
As it is can be understood from this figure and table, structures with SSI consideration reach the
performance levels later than fixed base structures with lower exceedance probabilities, in other
words the SSI consideration leads to the reduction of exceedance probability. For instance,
structures of 3, 6 and 9-storey at the time of earthquake occurrence with spectral acceleration
equal to Sa(Design) respectively reach the performance level of LS with probability values of 0.45,
0.38 and 0.32 for cases with fixed base and 0.41, 0.30 and 0.23 for cases with SSI consideration.
Also, Figure 10 clearly indicates that for performance levels of LS and CP in respective spectral
accelerations intervals of 0.25 to 2 and 0.5 to 2, consideration of SSI consideration leads to lower
exceedance probability values for all the investigated models compared with fixed base ones, and
more significantly with the increase of height the exceedance probability for both of the fixed
and flexible cases is reduced which notes the indirect correlation of height with exceedance
probability.
4. Summary and Conclusions
This study investigated the effect of soil-structure interaction and height on the development of
fragility curves for moment-resisting steel frame structures. Structures were considered as
intermediate moment-resisting steel frames with the variety of height from low to mid rise (3, 6
and 9 storeys). Twenty-two far-field ground motion records of FEMA-P695 guideline were
applied to models and subsequently were analyzed by IDA method. Results of this study are
consisted of IDA and fragility curves indicating the probability of reaching to three performance
levels of IO, LS and CP based on various IMs and then results for each structure were compared.
The following statements are summaries of the perceived results:
1. Investigating the seismic performance of structures using fragility curves is considered as one
of the efficient methods for assessment of structural vulnerability.
2. According to presented results from fragility curves regarding damage level at various
performance levels, these curves can be used as an effective engineering judgment tool for
structural collapse assessment.
3. Designed structures according to referenced seismic standard codes against far-field records
can be prone to more vulnerability as height decreases.
4. IDA50% curves show that corresponding Sa(T1,5%)/Sa(Design) to reach performance levels of IO
(Immediate Occupancy), LS (Life Safety) and CP (Collapse Prevention) for structures of 3, 6 and
9-storey with SSI consideration respectively are 0.21, 0.32, 0.26 and 1.13, 1.89, 1.80 and 2.29,
3.49, 3.96 while the same values for structures without SSI consideration are 0.19, 0.30, 0.25 and
1.12, 1.86, 1.71 and 2.28, 3.45, 3.30. This shows that values of Sa(T1,5%)/Sa(Design) for 6 and 9
storey structures are more than 3 storey structures, and SSI consideration increases
Sa(T1,5%)/Sa(Design) values compared with fixed base cases.
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5. Higher-rising structures in this research have record induced Sa(T1,5%) closer to Sa(Design) and
with decreasing height the difference tends to increase.
6. Overall, SSI consideration leads to the following desirable results:




Exceedance probabilities of fixed base structures of 3, 6 and 9-storey at the
performance level of LS at the acceleration equal to each structure’s specific
Sa(Design) are 0.45, 0.38 and 0.32, while the same values for structures with SSI
consideration are 0.41, 0.30 and 0.23. This clearly indicates that exceedance
probability decreases with the increase of structure’s height and SSI consideration
adapts to lower exceedance probability for the studied structures.
Exceedance probabilities of fixed base structures of 3, 6 and 9 storey at the
performance level of CP at the acceleration equal to each structure’s specific
Sa(Design) are 0.03, 0.02 and 0.01, while the same values for structures with SSI
consideration are 0.025, 0.015 and 0.008. This clearly indicates that exceedance
probability decreases with the increase of structure’s height and SSI consideration
adapts to lower exceedance probability for the studied structures.

7. Finally, it can be stated that Intermediate Moment-Resisting Steel Frame structures designed
according to ASCE7-16 consideration have an acceptable seismic performance against far-field
records in a way that their exceedance probability reaching the LS and CP performance levels
respectively are less than 0.45 and 0.03.
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Figures and Tables:
Table 1
Parameters
I (importance factor)
Site Class
Risk Category
Seismic Design Category
R
Ss
S1

Type or Value
1
C
II
D
4.5
1.5
0.6
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Spectral Response Acceleration (g)

1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Period (Second)
Figure 1
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Table 2
Structural
Elements
MRF Column
Gravity Column
MRF Beam
Gravity Beam
Secondary Beam

1st
IPB320
IPB180
IPE400
IPE330
IPE220

Stories
2nd
IPB280
IPB160
IPE360
IPE330
IPE220

3rd
IPB220
IPB140
IPE330
IPE330
IPE220
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Table 3
Structural
Elements
MRF Column
Gravity Column
MRF Beam
Gravity Beam
Secondary Beam

st

nd

1 –2
IPB400
IPB240
IPE500
IPE330
IPE220

Stories
3rd – 4th
IPB320
IPB180
IPE450
IPE330
IPE220

5th – 6th
IPB280
IPB160
IPE360
IPE330
IPE220
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Table 4
Structural
Elements
MRF Column
Gravity Column
MRF Beam
Gravity Beam
Secondary Beam

st

rd

1 –3
IPB550
IPB320
IPE550
IPE330
IPE220

Stories
4th – 6th
IPB400
IPB240
IPE500
IPE330
IPE220

7th – 9th
IPB320
IPB180
IPE400
IPE330
IPE220
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Structure
3-Storey
6-Storey
9-Storey

Table 5
Strip Foundation Dimension
(Width X Length X Height (m3), Depth (m))
1 X 16 X 0.7 m3, 1.2 m
1.5 X 16.5 X 1.0 m3, 1.5 m
2 X 17 X 1.3 m3, 1.8 m
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Fig. 2
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Table 6

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

RSN*
953
960
1602
1787
169
174
1111
1116
1158
1148
900
848
752
767
1633
721
725
829
1244
1485
68
125

Ground Motion Records
Name
Year
Northridge, USA
1994
Northridge, USA
1994
Duzce, Turkey
1999
Hector Mine, USA
1999
Imperial Valley, USA
1979
Imperial Valley, USA
1979
Kobe, Japan
1995
Kobe, Japan
1995
Kocaeli, Turkey
1999
Kocaeli, Turkey
1999
Landers, USA
1992
Landers, USA
1992
Loma Prieta, USA
1989
Loma Prieta, USA
1989
Manjil, Iran
1990
Superstition Hills, USA
1987
Superstition Hills, USA
1987
Cape Mendocino, USA
1992
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
1999
Chi-Chi, Taiwan
1999
San Fernando, USA
1971
Friuli, Italy
1973

M (Richter)
6.7
6.7
7.1
7.1
6.5
6.5
6.9
6.9
7.5
7.5
7.3
7.3
6.9
6.9
7.4
6.5
6.5
7.0
7.6
7.6
6.6
6.5

* Record Serial Number
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Fig. 3
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Figure 4
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Models

T (sec.) (ETABS)

3-Storey
6-Storey
9-Storey

0.989
1.447
1.752

T (sec.) (OpenSees)
With SSI
Without SSI
1.06
0.993
1.51
1.454
1.803
1.776
Table 7
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(a)
4

20% Num.
40% Num.
60% Num.
100% Num.
20% Exp.
40% Exp.
60% Exp.
100% Exp.

Floor

3

2

1

0

0.00

0.02

0.04

0.06

Max Story Drift (rad)
(b)
Fig. 5
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4

4

Rigid Foundation

3

Sa(T1,%5) , (g)

3

Sa(T1,%5) (g)

Flexible Foundation

3.5

3.5
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0

0.1

0

Maximum Drift (H)

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Maximum Drift (H)

(a) 3-Storey
Rigid Foundation

3

2.5

Sa(T1,%5) , (g)

2.5

Sa(T1,%5) , (g)

Flexible Foundation

3

2
1.5
1

2
1.5
1
0.5

0.5

0

0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0

0.1

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Maximum Drift (H)

Maximum Drift (H)

(b) 6-Storey
3

2.5

Rigid Foundation

Flexible Foundation
2

2

Sa(T1,%5) , g

Sa(T1,%5) , (g)

2.5

1.5
1

1.5
1
0.5

0.5
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0

0.1

0

Maximum Drift (H)

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Maximum Drift (H)

(c) 9-Storey
Fig. 6
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Sa(T1,%5) , g
4.5
4

3.5
3

2.5
2

1.5

0
0.02

CP Limit State (5.0%H)

LS Limit State (2.5%H)

IO Limit State (0.7%H)

5

1

0.5

0
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.1

Maximum Drift (H)

Fig. 7
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Sa(T1,%5) /Sa(Design)

3-Storey FB

6-Storey FB

9-Storey FB

3-Storey SSI

6-Storey SSI

9-Story SSI

5
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08

0.1

Maximum Drift (H)

Fig. 8
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Table 8
Fixed Base

IO

LS

CP

SSI Consideration

IO

LS

CP

3-Storey

0.21 1.13 2.28

3-Storey

0.21 1.05 2.14

6-Storey

0.31 1.86 3.45

6-Storey

0.29 1.67 3.22

9-Storey

0.26 1.71 3.30

9-Storey

0.23 1.61 3.30
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Sa(g) , Flexible Base

0.2
0.17

Y = 0.9831X

0.14
0.11
0.08
0.08

0.11

0.14

0.17

0.2

Sa(g) , Fixed Base
Fig. 9
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Table 9
Modified SSI
Consideration
3-Storey
6-Storey
9-Storey

IO

LS

CP

0.9831 0.9327 0.962
0.9005 0.8796 0.9232
0.9188 0.8725 0.8356
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IO-FB
IO-SSI
IO-SSI-modified

LS-FB
LS-SSI
LS-SSI-modified

CP-FB
CP-SSI
CP-SSI-modified

Sa, Design = 0.675g

1

Exceedance Probability

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Sa(T1,%5) , g

(a) 3-Storey
IO-FB
IO-SSI
IO-SSI-modified

LS-FB
LS-SSI
LS-SSI-modified

CP-FB
CP-SSI
CP-SSI-modified

1

Sa, Design = 0.47g

Exceedance Probability

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Sa(T1,%5) , g

(b) 6-Storey
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IO-FB
IO-SSI
IO-SSI-modified

LS-FB
LS-SSI
LS-SSI-modified

CP-FB
CP-SSI
CP-SSI-modified

1
Sa, Design = 0.34g

Exceedance Probability

0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

0

0.5

1

1.5

2

Sa(T1,%5) , g

(c) 9-Storey
Fig. 10
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Table 10
Exceedance
Probability
(Fixed Base)
3-Storey
6-Storey
9-Storey

IO

LS

CP

1
1
1

0.45
0.38
0.32

0.03
0.02
0.01

Exceedance
Probability
(Flexible Base)
3-Storey
6-Storey
9-Storey

IO

LS

CP

1
1
1

0.41
0.30
0.23

0.025
0.015
0.008
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